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1 Introduction

The significance of Sanskrit Language Processing in the context of Indian Lan-
guage Processing is well known, for, Sanskrit has great influence on other lan-
guages being the mother to all other Indian Languages and it has a well formed
grammar formalism which narrates the structure of Sanskrit. For the same rea-
son Sanskrit was claimed to be the most suitable language for computers. It
would not be improper to examine the same by developing Language processing
tools for Sanskrit using its grammar rules. Annotated corpus of Sanskrit serves
as an important tool for investigators of natural language processing, speech
recognition and other related areas. It proves to be a basic building block for
constructing statistical models for automatic processing of natural languages.

Many such corpora are available for languages across the world and have proved
to be a useful step towards natural language processing. Coming to the scenario
for Indian languages that too for Sanskrit, not much work has been carried out
on the front of automatic processing of Sanskrit. The main bottleneck being
unavailability of an annotated corpora, large enough to experiment statistical
algorithms, and also to evaluate the perfomance of rule based algorithms.

Annotation of corpus involves various levels viz, part of speech, phrase/clause
level, dependency level, etc. Part of speech tagging forms the basic step towards
building an annotated corpus. Chunking can form the next level of tagging. In
the context of Sanskrit, Samasa tagging is also an additional work.

A consortium has been constituted for developing tools for Sanskrit Language
and a MT system for Sanskrit-Hindi initially for Children literature and Sci-
entific fields like Ayurveda. As part of the project, standard tagsets are being
developed for annotation of Sanskrit Corpus at various levels.
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The issues related to defining standards for Sandhi, POS, Samasa and Karaka
level tagging schemes were discussed by scholars from various Indian institutes
by way of holding meetings etc. and some standards have been arrived at.

Separate guidelines have been written for each tagging scheme with an exhaus-
tive examples and problems with solutions.

The present document discusses about the POS tagging for Sanskrit.

2 Objective

A series of meetings were held by the consortium members to arrive at standard
tagging scheme for annotating Sanskrit Language texts and come up with the
POS tags which are exhaustive for the task of annotation. The present document
gives a detailed description of the tags which have been defined for the tagging
schemes and elaborates the motivations behind the selection of these tags. The
document also discusses various issues that were addressed while preparing tag-
sets and how they have been resolved.

3 Some Assumptions

• During the workshop it was decided to base the discussion and decisions
about various tags on the following basic assumptions which everybody
agreed on :

1. The tags should be based on Shastric guidelines.

2. They should be comprehensive/ complete.

3. Tags should be in Sanskrit terms used in Shastras.

4. They should be simple ; Maintaining simplicity is important for the
following two reasons :

(a) Ease of Learning / tagging

(b) Consistency in annotation

• Another important point which was discussed and agreed upon was that
POS tagging is NOT a replacement for morph analyser. A ‘word’ in a
text carries the following linguistic knowledge.

1. grammatical category and

2. grammatical features such as gender, number, person etc.

The POS tag should be based on the ‘category’ of the word and the fea-
tures can be acquired from the morph analyser.
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• Another noteworthy point to be noted by the annotators is that it is
more important to see whether the tag is easy from the aspect of machine
learning within the range of adjacent words, than to keep all information
possible.

4 Necessity of POS tagger

Thus, to begin with, it has been decided to adopt Shastric lines which shed light
on this issue.

It is noteworthy here that Sanskrit language has been analysed by Shastric Schol-

ars with out the stage called “POS”. The whole fANdboD process which involves

many steps, does not stress upon POS analysis. Hence there was a feeling among

Sanskrit Scholars that no POS tagging is required for Sanskrit Languagae anal-

ysis.

To understand the role of POS tagger in the analysis of Sanskrit texts let us
look at the process of Śābdabodha.

The process of Śābdabodha may be thought of as consisting of following
steps:

• Do Pada viccheda

• Analyse each split word at morphological level

• Do the samāsa(compound) analysis wherever necessary

• Decide the main verb

• Looking at the vibhakti, prayoga and lakāra information do the anvaya.

• While doing the anvaya, also decide the víses.ya-víses.an.a bhāva wherever
applicable.

In this process, the important role played by a human being is in deciding the
main verb and doing anvaya.

Consider an example: rAm, vnm̂ gQCEt.
In this sentence, rAm, (rāmah.) can be either a noun or a verb. SimilarlygQCEt (gacchati) can be either a derived noun (derived by adding 7th vibhakti

to ft� (S. atr.) pratyayānta gacchat) or a finite verb form of the verb gam.

A human being, based on his/her knowledge about the world, takes a deci-
sion about which of these analysis is correct. This decision helps him to know
which is the main verb and accordingly based on the aAkA°A (ākāńks.ā) of the
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verb, further analysis is carried out.

The role of POS tagger is to help the machine

• rule out some of the possibilities, thereby reducing the ambiguity at morpho-
syntactic level, and also the search space for a parser,

• help in disambiguity across the category,

• provide likely POS tags for the words where morph analyser has failed.

5 Issues in POS Tag Set Design

This section deals with some of the issues related to any POS tagger and the
policy that we have adopted to deal with each of these issues for our purpose.
The first step towards developing POS annotated corpus is to come up with an
appropriate tags. The major issues that need to be resolved at this stage are :

• Fineness vs Coarseness in linguistic analysis

• Syntactic Function vs lexical category

• New tags vs tags close to existing ILMT/JNU tags

5.1 Fineness vs Coarseness

An issue which always comes up while deciding tags for the annotation task is
whether the tags should capture ‘fine grained’ linguistic knowledge or keep it
‘coarse’. In other words, a decision has to be taken whether or not the tags
will account for finer distinctions of the parts of speech features. For exam-
ple, it has to be decided if plurality, gender and other such information will be
marked distinctly or only the lexical category of a given word should be marked.

It was decided to come up with a set of tags which avoids ‘finer’ distinctions.
The motivation behind this is to have less number of tags since less number of
tags lead to efficient machine learning. Further, accuracy of manual tagging is
higher when the number of tags is less.

However, an issue of general concern is that in an effort to reduce the number
of tags we should not miss out on crucial information related to grammatical
and other relevant linguistic knowledge which is encoded in a word. If tags are
too coarse, some crucial information for further processing might be missed out.
As mentioned above, primarily the required knowledge for a given lexical item
is its grammatical category, the features specifying its grammatical information
and any other information suffixed into it.

In Sanskrit each word by itself is a bundle of linguistic informa-
tion. Morph analyser provides all the knowledge that is contained
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in a word. It was decided that any linguistic knowledge that can be
acquired from any other source (such as morph analyser) need not be
incorporated in the POS.

As mentioned above, POS tagger is not a replacement for morph analyser. In
fact, features from morph analyser can be used for enhancing the performance
of a POS tagger. The additional knowledge of a POS given by a POS tagger
can be used to disambiguate the multiple answers provided by a morph analyser.

On the other hand, we agree that too coarse an analysis is not of much use.
Essentially, we need to strike a balance between fineness and coarseness. The
analysis should not be so fine as to hamper machine learning and also should
not be so coarse as to miss out important information. It is also felt that fine
distinctions are not relevant for many of the applications(like sentence level
parsing, dependency marking, etc.) for which the tagger may be used in future.

However, it is well understood that plurality and other such information is cru-
cial if the POS tagged corpora is used for any application which needs the
agreement information. In case such information is needed at a later stage, the
same tag set can be extended to encompass information such as plurality etc as
well. This can be done by providing certain heuristics or linguistic rules.

5.2 Syntactic Function vs Lexical Category

A word belonging to a particular lexical category may function differently in a
given context. For example, the lexical category of k� 	Z in Sanskrit is a noun.
However, functionally,k� 	Z is used as an adjective many a times. It is common

in Sanskrit any noun could be a Evf�qZ if it’s content is Quality, action or type.
There is no adjective category in Sanskrit.

Such cases require a decision on whether to tag a word according to its lexical
category or by its syntactic category. Since the word in a context has syntactic
relevance, it appears natural to tag it based on its syntactic information. How-
ever, such a decision may lead to further complications.

In AnnCorra, the syntactic function of a word is not considered for POS tag-
ging. Since the word is always tagged according to its lexical category there
is consistency in tagging. This reduces confusion involved in manual tagging.
Also the machine is able to establish a word-tag relation which leads to efficient
machine learning.

Unlike modern Indian languages, where suntax distinguishes between an ad-
jective and a noun, Sanskrit does not have any distinction at syntactic level.
Hence, after detailed discussion, it was decided to mark Evf�qZ as a subcate-
gory of Noun etc., in the cases wherever applicable. Later this information can
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be used for further analysis.

5.3 New Tags vs Tags from a Standard Tagger

Another point that was considered while deciding the tags was whether to come
up with a totally new tag set or take any other standard tagger as a reference
and make modifications in it according to the objective of the new tagger. It
was felt that the later option is often better because the tag names which are
assigned by an existing tagger may be familiar to the users and thus can be
easier to adopt for a new language rather than a totally new one. It saves time
in getting familiar to the new tags and then work on it as in the case ILMT. But,
later it was found that Sanskrit scholars find it very difficult to use unfamiliar
tags like JJ etc.

The POS tagset for Sanskrit was first developed at JNU1. This tagset represents
the morph analysis as well, and thus is more fine grained. While drawing a lot
from this existing tagset, the morphological information being available at other
modules, it was decided to keep the POS tagset coarse.

6 Basic Parts Of Speech

Having established the necessity of the POS tagger for Sanskrit, now let us see,
what are the basic POS tags in Sanskrit. It was felt that since “yA-k ” a great
grammarian has shown the word categories in sentences, it is not against the
shastric tradition. Hence it was resolved to have POS tagging stage which is
based on “yA-k’s” categories.

A pada in Sanskrit is defined as ‘s� p̂ -EtR̂ -a�tm̂ pdm̂’.

Thus there are basic two classes or Parts of Speech viz. s� b�t and EtR�t (ornAm and aAHyAt).

Yaska classifies the words in 4 different categories:

• nAm (noun)

• aAHyAt (verb)

• upsg (pre-position), and

• EnpAt (indeclinable)

We discuss below the importance and (hence) the need to include each of
these categories in the POS tagger.

1by Dr. R Chandrashekhar under the guidance of Dr. Girish Nath Jha
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The distinction between nAm (noun) and aAHyAt (verb) is useful in itself, since
it helps us further in parsing. Further in Vedic literature, upsg (prepositions)
is written separately which may float anywhere around. Identifying and mark-
ing them will help in grouping them with the verb. The EnpAt (indeclinable) do
not have any kArk role. Hence it is desirable to mark them in order to reduce
the search space of the parser.

Thus Yaska’s classification may be taken as a starting point and also as a
coarse tagset to tag the Sanskrit words. However, these tags in themself are
not sufficient. We need further sub-classification. We suggest below some more
tags and also justify the necessity of these tas.

6.1 nAm (noun)

Major concern in case of nAm is whether a particular nAm is a Evf�qZ or a Evf�	y.
Also in case of translation it matters the most to know whether the nAm (noun)
is a nAms\âA (Proper name) or not. In case of nAms\âA, the name should not be
translated.

Similarly the knowledge of whether a word is svnAm (Pronoun) or a nAm
(noun) is essential in order to find its reference. Of course the list of svnAm is
lexicon driven, and is a closed list. The svnAm can further be either a Evf�qZ
(modifiers) or a Evf�	y (modified). In case of Evf�qZ, it need to be chunked to-
gether with its Evf�	y, and will not get any kāraka role. The sAMbE�Dk svnAm
marks the inter-sentential relations.
Finally the s\HyA also need to be classified as

• s\HyAvAk
• s\Hy�yvAkm̂, and

• s\HyAp� rkvAkm̂.

The s\HyAvAk are always in neuter gender and s\Hy�yvAk take the gender
of the following nouns. Hence there is a necessity of two classes. The s\Hy�yvAk
can never be Evf�	y. They are always Evf�qZ, and hence will not get any kArk
role but will always get combined with their Evf�	y. The s\HyAp� rkvAk is

always a Evf�qZ and hence it also gets combined with its Evf�	y.
Taking into account all these aspects, we decided to subclassify the nAm

(nouns) into following sub-categories

• nAm
• nAmEvf�qZm̂
• nAms\âA
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• svnAm
• svnAmEvf�qZm̂
• sAMbE�Dk svnAm
• k� d�t nAm Evf�qZm̂
• s\HyAvAkm̂
• s\Hy�yvAkm̂
• s\HyAp� rkvAkm̂

6.2 k� d�t
There is a need to mark the k� d�t, since a k� d�t, though at surface level acts
either as an avyaya or a noun, it has its own aAkA°A which needs to be fulfilled.
Further, depending on its suffix, it may be further classified as a k� d�t -a&yy
or a k� d�t - Evf�qZ. A k� d�t - Evf�qZ will get grouped with its Evf�	y and will
not have any kArk role to play. A k� d�t -a&yy on the other hand will mark a
relation with the finite verb.

6.3 Avyayas

Avyaya is a bag of words. It consistes of several types of indeclinables, and their
functions are different. Therefore it is necessary to classify them further.

6.3.1 sm� Îy and þ�ATk
For example, consider the avyaya ‘aEp’. Position of this avayaya in the sentence
decides whether the sentence is declarative or interrogative, as in the following
cases:aEp s, gQCEt ?s, aEp t�n sh gQCEt.

So there is a necessity to mark the avyaya as

• sm� Îy
• þ�ATk
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6.3.2 BAvs� k and sMboDnm̂
Same avyaya can be used as a u�ArvAk and for sMboDnm̂. For example:hA h�t l#mZ, pEtt,.h� rAm, gQC.Bo rAm, a/ aAgQC.
If a POS tagger can mark the avyaya as one of the two, it helps in establishing
the relations further.

6.3.3 u�rZu�rZ words act as vibhkati markers for the vākya karma. But some of the
words used for u�rZ are ambiguous, such as iEt. rAvZo htm̂ iEt �� tm̂mm Em/, aAgtvAn̂ iEt ahm̂ g� hm̂ gQCAEm
In the first sentence ‘iEt’ is used as an u�rZ, whereas in the second sentence
it marks the relations between two sentences.

6.3.4 E�zEÄ
The marking of dviruktis is useful in grouping the words together, as they give
a single meaning.

Example: -mArm̂ -mArm̂ Et¤Et.

6.3.5 Enq�DATk
The Enq�DATk avyayas change the meaning of the verbs and hence they should
be grouped together with the verbs. Marking these avyayas help in grouping
them with the verbs.
Examples: rAmo ngrFm̂ n aAgQCEt.
6.3.6 uppd a&yy
The upapada avyayas should be grouped with the preceeding nouns leading to
a meaningful unit to be processed. Therefore they need to be grouped.
Examples:rAm�Z shg}Amm̂ pErt,
6.3.7 E�yA Evf�qZ
Finally the E�yAEvf�qZ should be marked since it just gives more information
about the manner in which the activity is carried out, or the special property
of the resultant of the activity.s, m�d\ gQCEt.s, aodn\ -tok\ pEt.
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Thus following is the proposed classification of avyayas:

• E�yAEvf�qZm̂
• uppd a&yym̂
• Enq�DATk a&yym̂
• sm� ÎyA(mk a&yym̂
• þ�ATk a&yym̂
• k� d�t a&yym̂
• u�Ars� k a&yym̂
• sMboDnm̂
• u�rZm̂
• E�zEÄ
The hierachical tagset is shown in Figure 1.

Table 1 gives the equivalent TAG names of existing tagsets.
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Description SKT ABBR SKT Tag name JNU Tag ILMT Tag Microsoft TagnAmpdm̂ (nAm) N N NNnAms\âA (nAm s\) NS NA NNPnAm-Evf�qZm̂ (nAm-Ev) NV NVI JJk� d�tnAm-Evf�qZm̂ (k� -nA-Ev) KNV KV -svnAm (sv) SN SN PRPsvnAm - Evf�qZm̂ (sv-Ev) SNV – DEMsAMbE�Dk - svnAm (sv-sAm̂) SNS SNS -s\HyAvAk (s\) SAM SAM -s\Hy�yvAk (s\y) SAMY SAMY QCs\HyAp� rZvAk (s\-p� ) SAMP – QOE�yApd (E�) KP several tags VMupsg (up) UP - -Enq�DATk - a&yym̂ (Enq�-a) AVN AVN NEGþ�ATk - a&yym̂ (þ) AVP AVP WQuppd - a&yym̂ (up-a) AVUP -sMboDnm̂ (sMbo) SAMB - -u�rZ (u�) AVU - -k� d�t - a&yym̂ (k� ) K AK -E�yAEvf�qZ - a&yym̂ (E�-Ev) AKV -BAvs� k - a&yym̂ (BAv-a) AB UD -sm� ÎAyk - a&yym̂ (sm� -a) AVC AVC CCE�zEÄ (E�) DVI - -EvkSpATk - a&yym̂ (EvkSp - a) AV AVD

Table 1: Version 1.1

7 Modifications: Version 1.2

The POS tag set shown in Table 1 is modified after the meeting on 17-18th
December, 2008.
Modified tagset is shown in the Table 2.
The modifications are:

• A new tag k� d�tnAm is added.

• upsg tag is needed only in case of Vedic literature, and its presence in
this tagset, may cretae confusion. Hence to avoid the confusion, the tag
has been removed.

• sMboDnm̂ is changed to sMboDn -s� k, to avoid the confusion in tagging.

This tag is to mark the words such as ‘h�’, ‘Bo’ etc as sMboDn s� k, and

not to mark the words ‘Bgvn̂’ as sMboDn. Bgvn̂ will be marked as anAmpdm̂ only.

• EvkSpATk is removed. It is now merged with the sm� ÎAyk.
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• sm� ÎAyk is changed to yojaka to incorporate all the yojks. yojks are

further classified into two: a pd yojk and a vAÈ yojk.

• A new tag is introduced to handle sAd� [yAEd. This contains all the re-
maining avyayas such as ‘iv’, ‘ev’, ‘aEp’, etc.

• To mark the words from other languages a new tag ‘a�y BAqA’ is intro-
duced.

• The punctuation markes will be marked as they are.

• In case of doubt, it was decided to put a ‘?’, which can then be resolved
later.

• In case of confusion, or rare cases where it is not clear which tag to assign
a tag ‘aâAt’ is assigned, but this should be used very cautiously, only in
rare cases.
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Description SKT ABBR JNU Tag ILMT TagnAmpdm̂ (nAm) NP NNnAms\âA (nAm s\) NA NNPnAm-Evf�qZm̂ (nAm Ev) NVI JJk� d�tnAm (k� nAm) several tags VMk� d�tnAm-Evf�qZm̂ (k� nAm-Ev) several tags VMsvnAm (sv) SN PRPsvnAm - Evf�qZm̂ (sv Ev) SNN DEMs\HyAvAk (s\HyA) SAM QCs\Hy�yvAk (s\Hy�y) SAM QCs\HyAp� rZvAk (p� rZ) SAMY QOE�yApd (E�yA) several tags VMuppd (uppd) -E�yAEvf�qZ (E�yA Ev) AVKV RBEnq�DATk (Enq�D) AVN NEGþ�ATk (þ�) AVP WQsMboDnm̂ (sMbo s� k) - INJu�rZ (u�rZ) - UTk� d�t E�yA sMb�D (k� E�yA sMb�D) AK VMsAMbE�Dk - svnAm (sAMb sv) SNS PRPpdyojk (pdyojk) AVC CCvAÈyojk (vAÈyojk) - CCsAd� [yAEd (sAd� [yAEd) - CCE�zEÄ (E�zEÄ) - RDPBAvs� k (BAvs� k) UD INJa�y BAqA (a�yBAqA) AB UNKaâAt (aâAt) AB UNK

Table 2: version 1.2

8 Modifications: Version 1.3

A review meeting to finalise the POS tags was held on 5th February, 2009.
During the discussions it was emerged that it is necessary to provide examples
for each of the tags, and also some guidelines for deciding the tags, in case of
ambiguities. Further, two more tags – one for marking the punctuation marks
and another for an a&yy in case it does not fit in any of the given tags, were
also added. The tagset emerged after the meeting is produced in Table 3.
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9 POS tagging scheme for Sanskrit with Exam-
ples s\-k� tvAÈA\fpdvgA¬n&yv-TA2�mA¬, vg, s¬�t, udAhrZm̂

1 nAms\âA nAm -s\ *Proper nouns such as names of human beings,
rivers, place, books etc. - are to be marked as nAm -s\rAm,/nAm -s\ k� 	Z,/nAm -s\  gok� l�/nAm -s\ �FXt,.k� 	Z, gok� lAt̂/nAm -s\ mT� rAm̂/nAm -s\ gQCEt.kAEldAs,/nAm -s\ rG� v\fm̂/nAm -s\k� mArsMBvm̂/nAm -s\  &yryt̂.rAmAyZm̂/nAm -s\ mhABArtm̂/nAm -s\ iEthAsg}�TO.s� Em/An�d,/nAm -s\ gQCEt.
*if s� Em/An�d, is a name of a person
*If other words like d�f, ngr etc are added to the
proper noun will not be marked as nAm -s\.
Eg: rAm, ayo�yAngr� vsEt.
*Here ayo�yA is a proper noun and notayo�yAngrm̂/ayo�yAngrF. So pos tag forayo�yAngr� is nAm

2 nAmpdm̂ nAm *common nouns are to be marked as nAmgO,/nAm g}Amm̂/nAm -vym̂ yAEt.aAAy, /nAm &yAkrZm̂/nAm boDyEt.bAlk,/nAm dAEXmPlm̂/nAm KAdEt.s�vk,/nAm jlm̂/nAm aAnyEt.idm̂ p� -tkm̂ pWnATm̂/nAm -vFkrot� .goEv�d, k� 	ZAn�Am̂/nAm ÜAEt.s� Em/An�d,/nAm vnm̂ gQCEt.
*if the word s� Em/An�d, refers to Lakshmana��t,/nAm DAvEt.
*Even though the word ��t, is a nAmEvf�qZ, it is
to be marked as nAm because of the absence of any
other Evf�	ypdm̂

3 nAm - Evf�qZm̂ nAm - Ev s� �dr,/nAm - Ev rAm, jnkk�yAm̂/nAm - Ev mnorÿmAm̂/nAm - Ev sFtAm̂ uvAh.vAmn,/nAm - Ev bAlk, uàtm̂/nAm - Ev v� "m̂ aAroÿhEt.tpoDn,/nAm - Ev Ev	Z� BÄ,/nAm - Ev nArd, b}�lokm̂gQCEt.
202 March 2009, Dept. of Sanskrit Studies, University of Hyederabad
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f� r,/nAm - Ev Es\h, ghn�/nAm - Ev ar�y� EnvsEt.þ�X,/nAm - Ev s� y, nFl�/nAm - Ev ggn� þkAft�.
4 k� d�t -nAm k� -nAm rAm, gt,/k� -nAms, mAm̂ p� £vAn̂/k� -nAm.sA Ev�Alym̂ gtvtF/k� -nAm.gQCt,/k� -nAm -Klnm̂ ËAEp.
5 k� d�tnAmEvf�qZm̂ k� -nAm - Ev gQC�tm̂/k� -nAm - Ev p� zq\ EnvAry�t̂.gQCn̂/k� -nAm - Ev EppFElk, yAEt yojnAnAm̂ftAEn.agQCn̂/k� -nAm - Ev v{nt�y, aEp pdm̂ ekm̂ ngQCEt.Bq�tm̂/k� -nAm - Ev f� nkm̂ mA tAXy.DAvt,/k� -nAm - Ev a�At̂ p� zq, aptt̂.
6 svnAm sv sv�/sv s�t� EnrAmyA,.ah\/sv s\-k� tmAtrm̂ s�v�.tt̂/sv s� �drm̂ ngrm̂.(vm̂/sv mAtrm̂ an� gQC.kE�t̂/sv aAgQCEt.

*Even if kE�t̂, EkEÑt̂ etc. are avyayas, these are to

be considered as svnAmAs, because these words are
also referring some thing and the first part ‘kim’ can
take different vibhaktis.

7 svnAm - Evf�qZm̂ sv - Ev sv�/sv - Ev jnA, s� EKn, Bv�t� .
*A svnAm which is a Evf�qZm̂ is svnAmEvf�qZm̂.
*Here the word s, modifies the noun, but it belongs
to the category of svnAm. So it is to be marked assv - Ev and not nAm - Ev.sv�/sv - Ev e�ÈrA>ysEmEtsd-yA, fAE�tEþyA,.s,/sv - Ev bAlk, t� r,.tt̂/sv - Ev p� -tkm̂ k� 	Z-y BvEt.kE�t̂/sv - Ev bAlk, aAgQCEt.

8 sAMbE�Dk -svnAm sAMb -sv yd̂/sAMb -sv ih aE-t td̂/sAMb -sv a�y/.
*The svnAm words which join two sentences. Eg:yt̂-tt̂.y-y/sAMb -sv n aE-t -vym̂ þâA fA-/m̂t-y/sAMb -sv kroEt Ekm̂?y,/sAMb -sv �mfFl, s,/sAMb -sv kAysADk,.y�/sAMb -sv pÑt�/m̂ pWE�t t�/sAMb -sv nFEtâA,BvE�t.

9 s\HyAvAkm̂ s\HyA *Cardinal numbersbAlk,ekm̂/s\HyA ��/s\HyA/FEZ/s\HyA iEt vdEt.
10 s\Hy�yvAkm̂ s\Hy�y Etú,/s\Hy�y mEhlA, kAym̂ k� vE�t.�O/s\Hy�y s{EnkO y� �m̂ k� zt,.
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ftm̂/s\Hy�y p� -tkAEn sE�t.dfrT-y Etú,/s\Hy�y BAyA, aAsn̂.aAAy, /FEZ/s\Hy�y p� -tkAEn dfyEt.
*Cardinal numbers which are Evf�qZAs are s\Hy�yAs,
else it is s\HyA

11 s\HyAp� rZvAkm̂ p� rZ k� �tFp� /�q� þTm,/p� rZ DmrAj,.
*(s\HyAEvf�qZAs) or Ordinal
numbers/s\HyAvAkpdm̂ which denotes the or-
der.f/� Í, dfrT-y t� T,/p� rZ p� /,.ekAdf�/p� rZ upvAs, E�yt�.Ev\fEttm�/p� rZ prF?wA aE-t.rAm-y E�tFy,/p� rZ p� /, k� f,.

12 E�yApdm̂ E�yA rAm, gQCEt/E�yA vsEt/E�yA  vn�.
*Only EtR�tAs are to be marked as E�yA. gtvAn̂,pEWtvAn̂ etc. are treated as k� d�t -nAm and notE�yA.rAm, hE�t/E�yA rAvZm̂.rAm, ayo�yAm̂ yAEt/E�yA.aE`n, dhEt/E�yA.Ev	Z� , gj��dý m̂ m� mo/E�yA.pE�Xt, a/ bh� m�yt�/E�yA.s, �A℄ym̂ gEm	yEt/E�yA.s, þEsE�m̂ yAEt/E�yA.

13 Enq�DATkm̂ Enq�D aAkAf, nFl, n/Enq�D BvEt.no D�� jXtAm̂ n/Enq�D Bgm̂ ayt�.alm̂/Enq�D E�tyA.alm̂/Enq�D EvvAd�n.mA/Enq�D t� s½, a-t� akmEZ.s\-k� tm̂ kEWnm̂ n/Enq�D BvEt.(vm̂ EvvAdm̂ mA/Enq�D k� z.
14 þ�ATkm̂ þ� aEp/þ� BvAn̂ gQCEt?BvAn̂ gQCEt Ekm̂/þ�?nn� /þ� gQCEt BvAn̂?nArAyZ, svA�tyAmF Ekm̂/þ�?

15 uppd -a&yym̂ uppd -a g}Amm̂ pErt,/uppd -a jlm̂ aAv� tm̂.
*The a&yyAs which decide the EvBEÄ of its an-
tecedent are the uppd -a&yyAs.g}Amm̂ þEt/uppd -a rLyA þvtt�.d� gm̂ aEBt,/uppd -a pErKA aE-t.k� 	Zm̂ uByt,/uppd -a goEpkA, sE�t.DmAt̂ �t�/uppd -a k� t, mo",.

16 sMboDns� km̂ sMbo -s� k h�/sMbo -s� k EvD� �� r, aEs (vm̂.
16



*The indeclinables such as h�, Bo etc. that are used
to indicate sMboDn are sMboDns� k -a&yyAs.Bo/sMbo -s� k rAm mAm̂ u�r. *Here rAm is notsMbo -s� k.ar�/sMbo -s� k bAlk Ekm̂ kroEq ?

17 u�rZm̂ u�rZ jnnF j�mB� Em,  -vgAt̂ aEp grFysF iEt/u�rZuÆA rAm, EvrrAm.sAØpdFnm̂ sHym̂ iEt/u�rZ b}�ArF pAvtFm̂ avÿot̂.evm̂/u�rZ mA krot� iEt/u�rZ mAtA atjyt̂.
18 k� d�tE�yAsMb�DF k� - E�yA -sMb�DF rmA Plm̂ ktEy(vA/k� - E�yA -sMb�DF aKAdt̂.CA/, pEWt� m̂/k� - E�yA -sMb�DF g� zk� lm̂ þAEvft̂.CA/, pWn̂/k� - E�yA -sMb�DF -vEpEt.BÄ, jlm̂ sm=y/k� - E�yA -sMb�DF s� ym̂ nmEt.

*k� d�t words which modify the main verb are k� -E�yA -sMb�DFs. Eg: vsn̂ ddf. Here vsn̂ is k� -E�yA -sMb�DF.
19 E�yAEvf�qZm̂ E�yA - Ev m�dm̂/E�yA - Ev gQCEt.uÎ{,/E�yA - Ev BqEt.shsA/E�yA - Ev EvdDFt n E�yAm̂.s, v�g�n/E�yA - Ev DAvEt.a�, fFG}m̂/E�yA - Ev DAvEt.a�, v�g�n/E�yA - Ev DAvEt.s, s� K�n/E�yA - Ev vsEt.
20 BAvs� km̂ BAvs� k aho/BAvs� k hA-y, Kl� tp-vF ? kZ,.hA/BAvs� k h�t/BAvs� k l� �WAk�n svm̂ apãtm̂.
21 pd -yojkm̂ pdyojk rAm, BFm, /pdyojk vFrtmO.

*The indeclinable (a&yym̂) which joins two or more
wordsBvAn̂ gQCEt pWEt vA/pdyojk—âAn� Dm, ut/pdyojk þyog�.

22 E�zEÄ, E�zEÄ vD� , m�dm̂/E�yA - Ev m�dm̂/E�zEÄ lEt.gj, fn{,/E�yA - Ev fn{,/E�zEÄ gQCEt.
*In E�zEÄ first part is given its own category and
second word is marked as E�zEÄ.hA/BAvs� k hA/E�zEÄ d�Ev -P� VEt  dym̂.&
�, rAm,/nAm -sm̂ rAm,/E�zEÄ iEt vdEt.
*vs�tkAl� sMþAØ� kAk, kAk, Epk, Epk,. In this
sentence kAk, kAk, or Epk, Epk, are not E�zEÄ.
All four of them are nAmpds.

23 sAd� [ym̂ sAd� [y �dý iv/sAd� [y m� Km̂ aE-t.yTA/sAd� [y rAjA tTA/sAd� [y þjA.
17



24 avDArZm̂
(En�yA(mÉ̂)

avDArZ rAm, ev/avDArZ Eþydfn,.
25 vAÈ -yojkm̂ vAÈ -yojk k�fv, g� h\ gQCEt rAm, /vAÈ -yojk pWEt.

*The indeclinables which connect two verbs.a�yApk, pAWyEt CA/A, pWE�t /vAÈ -yojk—t� gtv�t, rAm, aEp/vAÈ -yojk gQC�t̂.y//vAÈ -yojk yog��r, k� 	Z, t//vAÈ -yojkpAT, Dn� Dr,.y�Ep/vAÈ -yojk t�n pEr�m, k� t, tTAEp/vAÈ -yojk sPl, n jAt,.yTA/vAÈ -yojk aAâApyEt BvAn̂ tTA/vAÈ -yojkkroEm.yEd/vAÈ -yojk m�G, vqEt tEh/vAÈ -yojk my� r,n� (yEt.
26 a&yym̂ a&yy a�/a&yy s, g� hm̂ gQCEt.

*If an a&yym̂ does not fit in any of the above cate-
gories then it is marked as a&yy.vAy� , sv//a&yy vtt�.k, n� /a&yy aE-mn̂ sAMþtm̂ lok�.

27 upAED, upAED Dr./upAED—Ev�An̂/upAED rAmAn�d,.
*The words which indicate designation such as Dr,
sri etc.

28 a�y -BAqA a�y -BAqA JOHN/a�yBAqA
*To mark the words from other languages

29 E¡m̂ E¡ BvAn̂ Ekm̂ kroEt./E¡h� rAm !/E¡ mAm̂ u�r.
*Punctuation marks only

30 s\fy, ? *In case of doubt put a ‘?’
#When you have a doubt as to whether the tag is A
or B, put A/B.

31 aâAtm̂ aâAt Words which do not fall under any of these cate-
gories.

Table 3: Ver 1.3 with examples

#It was found that the human annotators have sometimes confusion between
a couple of tags. Marking them as just UNK (aâAt) is not a good solution.
Because here the annotators know for sure that the word belongs to one of the
two/three tags. But he is confused. In such cases we have provided this facility,
which later may be resolved during discussions. This tag thus will not occur in
any Gold standard annotated data.
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10 Comparison with the ILMT Tagset

The table 4 below gives a list of Sanskrit POS tags and the corresponding ILMT
tags.

10.1 Tags not used from ILMT

Following tags from ILMT tagset are not used in Sanskrit as they are not needed.

• NLoc

• Verb Aux

• Post Position

• Particles

• Classifier

• Compounds

• Echo

10.2 New tags necessary for Sanskrit

Following extra tags are needed for Sanskrit, in addition to the tags from ILMT.

• upsg (upasarga)
This tag is needed only to handle Vedic texts where upasargas are written
separately.

• uppd a&yym̂ (upapada avyayam)
This tag is needed to tag the indeclinables which govern the vibhakti of the
noun to which it is attached. For example, ‘saha’ will assign 3rd vibhakti
to the noun as in ‘rAm�Z sh’.
(This upapada vibhakti is subset of the ‘PSP’ in ILMT tagset.)

• a&yym̂ (avyayam)
In case a word is an avyaya, and can not be marked by any of the tags in
the tagset, it is marked as an avayaya.

10.3 One-Many mappings between ILMT tagset and San-
skrit tagset

Some of the ILMT tagsets were ambiguous/coarse-grained from Sanskrit analy-
sis point of view, and hence these tags were sub-classified further. Table 5 gives
the ILMT tags which are split and the corresponding Sanskrit sub-classification.
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sr no Description SKT ABBR ILMT Tag Eng ABBR
1 nAmpdm̂ (nAm) NN NP

2 nAms\âA (nAm s\) NNP NS
3 nAm-Evf�qZm̂ (nAm Ev) JJ NV

4 k� d�tnAm (k� nAm) NN KN
5 k� d�tnAm-Evf�qZm̂ (k� nAm-Ev) JJ KNV

6 svnAm (sv) PRP SN
7 svnAm - Evf�qZm̂ (sv Ev) DEM SNV

8 sAMbE�Dk - svnAm (sAMb sv) PRP SSN
9 s\HyAvAkm̂ (s\HyA) QC SMK

10 s\Hy�yvAkm̂ (s\Hy�y) QC SMKY

11 s\HyAp� rZvAkm̂ (p� rZ) QO SMKP

12 upsg (up)(Only in Vedic Sanskrit) - -
13 E�yApdm̂ (E�yA) VM KP

14 Enq�DATkm̂ (Enq�D) NEG AN

15 þ�ATkm̂ (þ�) WQ AP

16 uppd a&yym̂ (uppd-a) - AUP

17 sMboDnm̂ s� km̂ (sMbo s� k) INJ ASMB

18 u�rZm̂ (u�rZ) UT AUD

19 k� d�t E�yA sMb�DF (k� E�yA sMb�DF) VM KKS
20 E�yAEvf�qZm̂ (E�yA Ev) RB KV

21 BAvs� km̂ (BAvs� k) INJ ABS

22 pdyojkm̂ (pdyojk) CC APY

23 E�zEÄ, (E�zEÄ) RDP DV
24 sAd� [yAEd (sAd� [y) CC ASD
25 En�yA(mkm̂(avDArZ) (avDArZA) INTF INTF

26 vAÈyojkm̂ (vAÈ-yojk) CC AVK

27 a&yym̂ (a&yy) - A

28 upAED, (upAED) RP? U
29 a�y BAqA (a�y-BAqA) UNK AB
30 E¡m̂ (E¡) SYM PUNC

31 aâAt (aâAt) UNK UNK
32 *s\fy, (?) - (?)

Table 4: version 1.3 dated 2nd March 2009
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ILMT tag SKT tags

JJ nA Ev and k� -nA-Ev
NN nAm and k� nAm
PPR sv and sAMb-sv
QC s\HyA and s\Hy�y
INJ sMboDn and BAvs� k
CC pdyojk, vAÈ-yojk and sAd� [y
UNK a�y-BAqA and aâAt

Table 5: ILMT POS tags subclassified for Sanskrit
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